
         STIPENDIARY STEWARD’S REPORT     

 

MEETING DETAILS: 
Club: Egmont RC                                             Date: Monday 5th November 2012 
Weather:  Fine  
Track:  Good (2)                        
Rail:     True 
Stewards:  R Neal (Chairman), L Tidmarsh and B Bateup 
Typist:  K Smart 

 

GENERAL: 

 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing:  CLOEMMBAI, MISS DAISY, GLAIZEM, TORRICELLA,  
  LORD OF THE STARS, HAERE MAI, HEAPZACASH, QUICK MARCH 
Suspensions:   
Fines:     
Warnings:  MALACHY LAD - Racing manners  
Bleeders:   
Horse Actions:    
Medical Certificates:  Received from L Allpress 
Rider Changes:   

 

RACE COMMENTS: 
Race 1 GARY VILE RACING STABLES MAIDEN 

MCKINSKY began awkwardly.  
GOOD RISK over raced in the early stages and hung out around the first turn. 
TIZZA SECRET was inclined to over race in the early stages. 
Passing the 700 metres ILLUMINATING shifted out and away from CLOEMMBAI which 
resulted in MCKINSKY having to be steadied. 
READY EDDIE (L Allpress) had a tendency to lay in throughout with the rider having to 
straighten the mount on several occasions in the final straight. 
When questioned regarding the performance of GOOD RISK rider D Walsh had no excuses.  
 

Race 2 SUPER LIQUOR MAIDEN 

HI YO KO began awkwardly.  
MISS DAISY and RUSSIAN HAZE made contact on jumping away. 
LAST ORDERS which proved difficult to load was slow to begin.  
ANNIETIZ shifted in on jumping bumping with DANCING SAPPHIRE.  
GUNNA LOVETT (V Johnston) shifted out shortly after leaving the barriers crowding SAM I 
AM which was steadied and lost ground.  V Johnston was advised to make a greater effort 
to maintain a correct path when leaving the barriers.  
GUNNA LOVETT was obliged to race without cover throughout.  
HI YO KO had to shift ground out near the 250 metres to improve. 
BETRAYED lay out under pressure over the final stages.  



 

Race 3 IN 2 FLOORING LTD 1200 

ALKEMPO and AUSTIN ROAF both began awkwardly with ALKEMPO losing ground.  
Near the 900 metres ALKEMPO which was racing keenly got its heads up on being 
restrained. 
 

Race 4 ANDFREW FAGE CATERING  

BRECON GROSVE and KASHMIR KID made contact leaving the barriers.  
TORRICELLA jumped in abruptly at the start making heavy contact with PADDY OWEN 
which lost ground.  
KEEP IN TUNE began awkwardly and was then hampered when ZETOW, which had jumped 
awkwardly, shifted in.  
LION MAN (A Forbes) raced greenly in the early and middle stages. 
BIG LUCY was held up rounding the final turn until near the 250 metres. 
When questioned regarding the run of KEEP IN TUNE rider H Tinsley could offer no excuses.  
ALATION and TORRICELLA raced wide without cover throughout.  
 

Race 5 GLOMA CARPET CLEANERS MAIDEN 

MALACHY LAD escaped riderless from the enclosure returning to the stables.   
MALACHY LAD was recaptured and underwent a veterinary examination at the barriers and 
passed fit to run. 
OURBLACKISLE was slow to begin. 
MALACHY LAD attempted to run off when making the junction near the 1400 metres and 
when being corrected shifted out making heavy contact with PROHIBITION which was 
unbalanced for a short distance.  MALACHY LAD continued to race greenly for the 
remainder.  Trainer S Howatson was advised that warning had been placed against the 
racing manners of MALACHY LAD.  
LORD OF THE STARS was obliged to race wide. 
LIGHT HANDED shifted out passing the 600 metres when on the heels of the tiring 
MALACHY LAD resulting in NGAWHINI being taken wider.  
A short distance further on OUR BLACKISLE had to be heavily restrained away from the 
heels of MALACHY LAD. 
LA BELLA SANDS shied at the winning post and had to be steadied.  
 

Race 6 UNKA’S JEWELLERS 1600 

STORM HOME was slow to begin.  
HAERE MAI was obliged to race wide without cover. 
B Lammas the rider of BLISSFULLY reported that the mare had been unsuited to the Good 2 
track conditions.  
When questioned regarding the performance of CELEBRATION apprentice R Hutchings 
could offer no excuses.  Trainer K Zimmerman advised that she would be giving 
consideration to the mare’s racing future over coming days.  
JACKSUN was held up in the home straight and passing the 200 metres had to be steadied 
away from the heels of the tiring CELEBRATION. 
 

Race 7 ALTUM FERTILISER 1400 

FAIR SCRIPT began awkwardly. 
SHARKI BRAHMA got its head up in the early stages when being restrained. 
GOLDIE CANTRIDE commenced to race fiercely passing the 1000 metres and near the 900 
metres shifted out when proving difficult to control, hampering DOWN TOWN which was 
taken wider for a short distance.  



AINT NO LOLLYGAGGA raced ungenerously when making the turn near the 900 metres.  
Shortly after straightening GOLDIE CARTRIDE hung out onto the heels of SHARKI BRAHMA 
and had to be steadied.  
COUNT DE LOREE had to steady on the winning post when on the heels of AIT NO 
LOLLYGAGGA. 
 

Race 8 PROGRESSIVE LIVESTOCK 2100 

JENNYS OKAY bounded at the start.  
LUCKY NEMO had to be steadied off the heels of TORRADO at the winning post on the first 
occasion when over-racing. JENNY’S OKAY was dictated wider as a result. 
LITTLE BENNY raced keenly rounding the first turn.   
QUICK MARCH (A Morgan) shifted ground out under pressure throughout the final straight.  
Apprentice A Morgan was advised that she is expected to make greater effort to straighten 
her mounts when in similar circumstances.  
When questioned regarding the improved performance of JENNY’S OKAY trainer A Clement 
advised that the mare may have benefitted from being schooled over recent weeks.  
When questioned regarding the run of LITTLE BENNY rider L Allpress stated that the 
gelding’s tendency to over race in the early stages had been detrimental to its chances.   
 

 

 


